Simple. Scalable. Flexible.
Wireless Lighting Controls.
Easy to use scene selection switches for commercial spaces.

Daintree WWD2-4 Commercial Scene Switch
®

WWD2-4 allow easy-to-use controls to select lighting scenes based on the types of tasks being performed
in the space. Lighting can be commissioned with pre-determined light levels to provide quick lighting
control adjustments. The screwless wall plate and decorator design enhances the aesthetic of the
architectural design of the space.
White indicator light
for added visibility

Works on Daintree EZ
Connect or Daintree
Networked platforms

Intuitive & tactile button
response for users

Decorator style and
screwless wall plate
design for a modern
appearance

Multi-way operation
(up to 4 switches)

Mounts in-wall or surface
mount options

Can be used as a two-zone
dimmer switch or a 4-button
scene switch

Face Plates are available
in blank, with light icons,
scene numbers or can be
custom printed

Daintree Wireless Controls are Simple, Scalable and Flexible
®

Easy-to-use user
interface

Flexible wireless
mounting options

Scalable commissioning in
Daintree EZ Connect and
upgradable to Daintree
Networked

Easy scene selection

Multi-way operation

Ideal in new or
retrofit projects

Daintree Wireless lighting controls provide a highly scalable solution to address evolving
environmental regulations and transform spaces into intelligent environments for buildings
of all sizes. The WWD2-4 lighting scene switch provides intuitive lighting controls to any
space. Designers and contractors can pre-determine light levels in a room to provide end
users quick adjustments for common tasks, like full-brightness, presentation mode, theatre
mode or banquet mode. Users can use the scene switch to adjust light levels based on the
task being performed.
The devices provide a clean and modern design that compliment any commercial
application. The devices are available in two designs for surface mounting, or in-wall,
which allows easy retrofit and ganging in junction box mounting. The multi-way
functionality allows up to 4 devices to control the room or space for even greater
flexibility and control. Buttons can be custom labeled for improved end user experience.
WWD2-4 are battery powered wireless devices that are
easy to install and commission on either the Daintree EZ
Connect app-based room control platform, or can be
upgraded to the full-featured Daintree Networked for
whole building or multi-site scheduling, reporting,
monitoring and troubleshooting.
To learn more about the Daintree® WWD2-4 Commercial Scene
Switch, contact your sales rep or go to gecurrent.com/daintree
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